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moon, kiko, craters, tundra, deeply buried, stellar winds, thought, mountains, star, deer, gasped,

ancient, dear, moonwalking, choked, earth, unceasing, fisher, vogue, amounted

00:06
I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:20
I was reading a book with my son recently. And when we got to the part about the moon once
having mountains and volcanoes, I gasped. Technically, I knew about the craters, the valleys, the
shifts and elevation, but the thought of active volcanoes alive with fire and force, somehow such
a thing had never occurred to me. Likewise, I'd never before imagined that those craters could
have been formed by actual lakes or rivers, I'd never once considered the possibility that the
moon had ever housed an earthly landscape. Once I did, I got a little choked up, I got a similar
feeling of awe and grief, and longing and awareness of my own unceasing ignorance. While
looking at photos of the mountains of western China, in the Zhonya Dong Shia National geopark,
some rock formations look utterly other worldly, like striped animals that could rise up at any
moment, and walk away before your eyes. Others are so chiseled and architectural as to suggest
ancient cities. It spoke so powerfully to some deeply buried part of me. And I thought that, like the
Earth and Moon and all the planets, perhaps every one of us is ancient and full of unknowable
history. look up at the sky, or out across the earth, and you can be swept away by glorious flights
of the imagination, and the humbling realization that in the true scheme of creation, all the many
things we know amounted to almost nothing at all. Today's poem is dancing with Kiko on the
moon by rosebud, Ben oni. On the far side, we're kicking up tundra out of two, and no one and no
one on earth can see, though they swear by we, though do not sing to moon women sickle hipped
and shape shifting and very well maybe, and most certainly do their wishes bounce and chase
after and choose our moon dust. When we are carousing with stellar winds, and Moon gust. Oh,
moon, we're over the you about you. Dear moon. Do you need a tundra to look after to deer
familiar deer ship wrecker salamander with wings of swallowtail lucky charm Fisher queen.
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waterless and aloof. It's just us two. And we are twisters that don't leave the ground to welcome to
our moon house, and we don't have to ghost shout. We're all the world's living between them.
Which is why the moon wears her sunglasses at night. Were exploding stars fall shock breakout
bright. When Kiko and I are kicking up a tundra out of two and summoning the sun and do an O
or over the U of u and howling until the wolves coo until the cow jumps over. And we Enchantress
shine our super red from giants blue. And dear NASA rogue. That's us collapsing gravity. So star
power. We Vogue, n o meteorites and asteroids we set fire to and make more than a planet out of
deer and deer moon do you need? Do you need a she looks after the far side of we are all the
dark side. moonwalking after you. The slow down is a production of American public media in
partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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